
 
IRB Sport Advisory Group meeting 
31st July 2013.  7:00pm. 
 
Present: Kim Nilsson, David Hickey, Andrew Lancaster, Andrew Cronin, Jamie East, 
Brad O’Leary. 
Apologies: Johnny Clough, Carla Laughton 
 

1. Appointment of SAG chair.  
Brad O Nominated Kim as Chair. Unanimously agreed by committee 
 
Kim Nilsson chaired remainder of meeting 
 
 

2. Disestablishment of central and northern events as part of the IRB series. 
This was agreed. That NI and SI remain as stand-alone events, and that BP 
retains ‘ownership’ of these. 
There will still be an event run in Northern, though not part of the series. This 
needs to be confirmed with Northern. Bradley Simpson to communicate this 
with Simone. 
Taranaki will run their Champs approx. one month later than centrals. All-
comers are welcome to attend. 
 

3. Options to decrease costs of running NI and SI IRB champs.  
 
Historically, $20k has been enough to cover both NI and SI events. Should be 
reasonable expectation that this can again be achieved. 
Andrew Lancaster has earlier circulated a spread sheet, based on Bradley’s 
original cost breakdown with some minor adjustments, including 
disestablishment of central and northern events. This came in at approx. $22k 
Question raised regarding entry fee structure. Consensus that this would likely 
return to pre-series model where crews enter each event separately. 
 
 

4. South Island subsidy to travel to north island events. 
Given that there are now only two nationally run events (NI and SI), and given 
any subsidies have to be contained within budget, is it still appropriate to 
subsidise South Island Crews travelling to the NI event? 
General consensus was that this is no longer appropriate. Jamie East, from a 
Canterbury POV, they would attend an event in NI regardless of subsidy. Kim 
to e-mail Carla for her thoughts (NB: following meeting, Brad O had cause to 
e-mail Carla, so included this point for her comment) 

 
 

5. Feedback from stakeholder groups on pre-event scrutineering (is it necessary 
prior to every event? Refer minutes of previous IRB SAG teleconference). 
No feedback from stakeholder groups. However, general consensus that 
scrutineering is intended to maintain integrity of events, and to keep a watch 
on Health and Safety issues. That Scrutineering is not intended to prevent 



people racing; rather allow opportunity to rectify any issues earlier enough 
that dramas are avoided later in competition. 
Agreed that Scrutineering should occur for NI, SI champs and Nationals. Not 
necessary prior to other local events (at discretion of organising group – 
LSC?) 
 

6. Thoughts on Terms of reference, as circulated by Bradley 
Adopted as per circulated. 

Important to keep a watch on balance of representation on the committee. 

Currently a mix of athlete, manager/coach, official, staff, officials. 

 

7. Event Referee:  Johnny Clough has been appointed as Event referee for NI, 

SI and National IRB Champs for 2013/14 season. 

Committee happy with this appointment. However;  

Concern expressed on the process around this. A competent committee such 

as this could have been put to better use in this decision. Concern that little 

(any) IRB sport representation was utilised in decision making. 

Question was raised about how widely this position was advertised. What 

consideration was given to using a south island official for SI champs? 

 

8. General Business. 

 Question raised regards staff involvement at NI, SI and national IRB 

champs. Since Bradley’s role is not to necessarily attend every event, 

and certainly not to be event manager, who will attend (as staff)? 

o Desire expressed for IRB sport to receive (as currently exists) 

equal treatment regards to staff allocation as other arms of 

surfsport. Also, that the cost of this provision is attributed to 

relevant budgets as per other sport arms 

o Recommendation to NSC that this committee would like to see 

an SLSNZ appointed Event Referee at each of NI, SI and 

national champs. 

 Concern expressed that more south island officials have not been used 

for running SI champs. Explanation given that there may be more than 

meets the eye in regards to availability and willingness of local officials 

to attend this event. 

 Question raised regards Mercury involvement last season.  They had 

indicated an interest in being involved again in some capacity this 

coming season? David reported that they are hard to pin down, but 

have indicated they may be keen to provide an engine again. However, 

complications as other parties are involved in making this a surf spec 

engine. 

 If BP is to retain ownership of NI and SI events, what are they fronted 

up with regards prizes/offsetting costs? 



 To forward to NSC: desire for High performance opportunities for IRB 

racing. International racing is desirable. Explore possibility of including 

international crews in NZ nationals – send invitation? 

 Question asked of Dave whether steering bracket tool would be sent to 

districts so they can make a check on turning arc of motors. Yes. 

 

Meeting closed 8:05 

 


